
Five examples of using 
cognitive services to 
achieve positive ROI

Evolve your business model 
with machine learning



Traditionally we have assigned the tasks requiring computing power to computers 
and left tasks requiring cognitive skills to us humans. These skills have been 
regarded as a differentiator between humans and computers. Because of this, most 
production and distribution environments have divided the work between humans 
and computers this way. 

•  Humans will visually quality check the movie for lip-sync issues, edit the trailer, 
create the subtitle, correct the language settings, and more.  

•  Computers handle big data management, helps us to search for files, collect data 
from viewers, and present this data according to pre-defined rules, transcode the 
movies by instruction.

But wouldn’t it be nice if we could combine some of our own capabilities of 
recognition with the almost unlimited computing power, we find in today’s computing 
environments? ‘ 

Well, it’s not science fiction anymore – it is really happening. 

The basic principle of machine learning is the way this method is mimicking nature 
itself. It doesn’t really matter if the machine needs to recognize and actor or 
environment, a speech, an emotion, how to play a computer game or even drive a 
car. The principle of machine learning is still the same.

Therefore, we must start to challenge our everyday perception of what computers 
can do or cannot do. We also need to agree that machine learning capabilities are 
not static capabilities. Machine learning software improves over time — the more 
data your feed the algorithm, the better the results.

Introduction

If you are reading this whitepaper, we assume you are familiar with the basic concepts of AI and machine learning and you now want to know how this technology can improve your media supply chain in general. 
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When designing a digital media supply chain from media acquisition to media 
distribution, you need information about your media, how your media is stored, what 
your media contains, who consumes your media and when they consume your media 
and more. 

Streamlining your media supply chain means improving your return of investment 
and your business model. There are several production points in the traditional 
media supply chain where cognitive services can add performance to previously 
manual tasks. Let’s take a look at some of them and see if they apply to your current 
environment.  

The more you know, the more you grow

In essence, the more information you can 
gather and analyze, the more efficient 
media supply chain you can design.  
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As with all technologies, we need to understand what value the technology itself adds 
to our current environment to figure out the return of investment (ROI).  

Let’s take a look at some real-life examples where cognitive services can make an 
essential difference for a more efficient automation process. 

5 examples of using cognitive 
services to improve your workflow 

Auto-subtitling and transcribe are most likely some of the most critical areas where 
cognitive services can make a difference. Depending on the quality of the spoken audio 
cognitive services can already today reach an accuracy of over 90%, a number that by itself, 
of course, reveals the considerable savings in staff-hours given the already huge amount of 
existing media content and the media content to be produced that needs subtitling. 

In September 2020, an EU law will be effective that will force public sectors, including 
schools, universities, governments, and indirectly all private sectors delivering video to the 
public sectors to make subtitling available for all video content. There is no way that the time 
or resources are available for this number of hours that need to be transcribed manually. 

•  Preparing cognitive services for 
auto-subtitling and transcribe 
will offload manual work and 
speed up the subtitling process 
dramatically.  

•  Also, your subtitled content can 
now be indexed much more 
efficiently for different types of 
searches and automatic content 
gathering.  

•  Translation to additional languages will, of course, benefit tremendously by having a first 
subtitled version of your content.  

•  Auto-subtitling for live broadcasts is a very important area where an efficient auto-
subtitle service will add great value in many types of live production environments. 

1. Transcribe and auto-subtitling
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A media supply chain prepared for face and image 
recognition, (where of course, training models play an 
important role) gives you almost a control and a layer of 
communications methods found only in sci-fi movies. 

Being able to search your archive for any face or item adds a tremendous value to 
any digital media supply chain with vast media archives. Use cases can range from 
cooperation’s needing to find all images of their CEO to newspapers  or media 
houses that need immediate media content for breaking news.  

Being able to detect objects of interest is another area where cognitive services will 
automate smart cropping methods for distribution to different client platforms. 

2. Face and image recognition

You will be able to ask the system for all media timespans where a politician talks about a topic 
between specific years wearing a tuxedo – and why not by voice if necessary? 

In a production of a reality show where a massive amount of media is created each day and night by 
several cameras, a face and image recognition system can help the logger and the editor to  find all 
the video clips with certain actors at the pool talking about a subject while wearing the same clothes 
to maintain continuity in editing.  
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There is already compliance in place in some social media platforms like Facebook 
and similar. Smart algorithms detect areas of the picture of the text that might be 
offensive and reports this for manual control. 

Cognitive services can be used in the same way to detect your content for nudity, 
swearwords violence, and other types of offensive content.

3. Compliance checking

Image and audio recognition are the starting point if this service, but additional AI 
needs to be applied to understand how to manage and analyze the information. 

The already detected material can be handed over for human visual control as a last 
step in the compliance workflow.

In the same way as with auto-subtitling, a 
cognitive service could offload the manual 
work tremendously. 
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Sports is, of course, an area where fast turnaround can improve revenue 
dramatically. For a sports channel or even a football-club to be able to offer highlights 
automatically and situations continuously is huge value add-on for any viewer. You 
might want to discuss a referee judgment or follow a player – cognitive services will 
be the perfect tool instead of hiring another 10 people for this purpose. 

We also see the need 
for large VOD providers 
to create highlight reels 
contents currently 
available on the platform 
automatically. Again, a 
cognitive service can 
detect types of scenes, 
action, explosions, 
actors, environments and 
automatically create trailers 
that summarize the latest 
releases. Already. Today.

Being able to harvest cognitive metadata can also play a vital role in more advanced 
HR and task management systems to answer questions on how to allocate resources, 
periodization of time-to-air, optimizing server-side ad insertion solutions. Understanding 
your digital media supply chain at a granular level will also prepare you for optimization 
and prediction on resource allocation needed in the future scheduling.

4. Highlights and automatic trailer creation

5. Cognitive metadata and beyond
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AI-based cognitive services are improving, and the number of cognitive service 
providers are growing rapidly. Different services integrated with the VidiCore API 
will provide information using different metadata schemas. 

The VidiCore server architecture is of a modular design meaning that the 
platform is prepared to integrate with any service and any type of metadata 
model.

Internally the VidiCore server will concatenate and transform all metadata 
information into an internal VidiCore common metadata format. This way, we can 
build new advanced models for media management. 

Read more about VidiNet.

Read more about VidiCore API.

Summary

As a Vidispine customer, you will integrate 
into just one API – the VidiCore API.
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https://www.vidispine.com/vidinet
https://www.vidispine.com/vidispine

